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Abstract: Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) and endometrial carcinoma (EC) are gynecological
conditions that have attracted significant attention due to the higher prevalence of EC in patients
with PCOS. Even with this proven association, little is known about the complex molecular pathways
that connect PCOS to an increased risk of EC. In order to address this, our study presents two
main innovations. To provide a solid basis for our analysis, we have first created a dataset of genes
linked to EC and PCOS. Second, we start by building fixed-size ensembles, and then we refine the
configuration of a single clustering algorithm within the ensemble at each step of the hyperparameter
optimization process. This optimization evaluates the potential performance of the ensemble as
a whole, taking into consideration the interactions between each algorithm. All the models in
the ensemble are individually optimized with the suitable hyperparameter optimization method,
which allows us to tailor the strategy to the model’s needs. Our approach aims to improve the
ensemble’s performance, significantly enhancing the accuracy and robustness of clustering outcomes.
Through this approach, we aim to enhance our understanding of PCOS and EC, potentially leading
to diagnostic and treatment breakthroughs.

Keywords: machine learning; molecular biology; mathematical modeling; bioinformatics; PCOS;
endometrial cancer
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1. Introduction

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is a common endocrine disorder that affects 4–12%
of females who are of reproductive age, characterized by features such as oligomenorrhea,
hyperandrogenism, and polycystic ovaries [1,2]. Despite its widespread occurrence, the as-
sociation between PCOS and endometrial carcinoma (EC), the most common gynecological
cancer in North American and European women, has long been a subject of medical con-
cern [3,4]. Although PCOS and EC may appear to be two separate illnesses at first glance,
an intriguing correlation has evolved that has received much attention in the medical field.
According to recent research, the chance of women with PCOS developing EC was three
times higher than women without PCOS. This correlation has not only aroused interest but
also raised critical questions regarding the precise molecular mechanisms that underlie this
increased risk. A thorough examination of the underlying genetic and proteomic makeup
that links PCOS and EC is necessary due to the complex web of relationships between these
two disorders [5–8].

Machine learning is a multifaceted discipline that applies predefined model assump-
tions to address research issues [9–11]. It makes use of computational power to derive
model parameters from training data, enabling it to make predictions and perform data
analysis. Notably, machine learning is used in many fields, such as molecular biology and
genomics, where it is essential for identifying complex relationships and patterns in genetic
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and molecular databases [8,12,13]. Various machine learning modes, such as supervised
learning, semi-supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning,
are used, depending on the particular research goals and datasets, to drive groundbreak-
ing discoveries and extract valuable insights in the field of genetics and in molecular
research [14–16]. The literature has featured multiple research studies that highlight the
synergy between machine learning and genetic data, especially in the context of EC [17,18]
and PCOS [19,20]. In a recent study [21] focusing on cardiovascular diseases (CVDs),
including heart failure (HF) and atrial fibrillation (AF), the application of artificial intelli-
gence (AI) and machine learning (ML) techniques to RNA-seq-driven gene expression data
demonstrated the potential for personalized treatments and predictive analysis. In [22],
driver genes linked to pathogenic survival that were correlated with patient prognosis
were identified using machine learning (ML) analysis. Following the identification of
RABGAP1L, MYH9, and DRD4 as candidate genes through the integration of copy number
variation and gene expression data, these genes were utilized in conjunction with tumor
stages to generate predictive survival models.

The researchers in [23] used an open-source dataset of 541 patients from Kerala, India,
to train heterogeneous machine learning and deep learning classifiers to detect PCOS
among fertile patients. The objective of their project is to precisely identify PCOS and
to provide medical practitioners with an automated screening framework that includes
interpretable machine learning technologies. In study [24], a multi-center retrospective
analysis at European gynecologic cancer centers was carried out by researchers in order to
create a personalized predictive model for EC based on patient and disease characteristics.
The primary outcomes of the trial were disease-free survival (DFS) and cancer-specific
survival (CSS) at three and five years. Two models were developed using machine learning
algorithms: one for pre-treatment and another that combined characteristics related to
therapy, perioperative care, and postoperative recovery. The purpose of the other study [25]
was to evaluate the diagnostic and prognostic utility of atrial fibrillation (AF)-related gene
expression in EC. After examining gene expression data from EC tissues and nearby control
tissue, the researchers integrated more genes from earlier research and chose noteworthy
genes. In 36 EC patients, they used qPCR to confirm these genes. In addition, a machine
learning model was created using these gene expressions to forecast EC grade.

Clustering is an important machine learning technique in the fields of biomedical
and molecular biology. It is a fundamental tool that helps researchers identify complex
relationships, recognize sophisticated patterns, and make well-informed decisions. It is
crucial to recognize that a multitude of thorough studies utilizing clustering approaches
across a range of crucial applications have been conducted in this specialized subject.
The authors of study [26] introduce a method for clustering DNA sequences without the
need for sequence alignment, sequence homology, or taxonomic identifiers. This method
is called DeLUCS (Deep Learning method for the Unsupervised Clustering of DNA Se-
quences). They utilize DNA sequences’ frequency chaos game representations (FCGRs)
and mimic FCGRs to allow genomic signatures to self-learn via multiple neural networks.
In study [27], they mention a procedure that used agglomerative hierarchical clustering in
R to classify proteins from the KEGG database based on sequence similarities and Gene
Ontology annotations. PPI network analysis and the DAVID Program were also used in
their strategy, which provided additional insights. Researchers in [28] thoroughly analyzed
more than a million severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) spike
protein sequences in a related study. Their research, to which we make reference in our
work, centered on figuring out how these sequences evolved and how they interacted with
one another in different global variants. Through the use of methods such as clustering
and network analysis, they were able to demonstrate that certain mutations occurred at the
same time and had a major impact on important characteristics like the virus’s ability to
evade immune responses, bind to receptors, and be transmissible. An enhanced network
clustering technique called FCAN-MOPSO is provided in [29]. This technique considerably
improves convergence rates over the state-of-the-art FCAN algorithm by combining multi-
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objective particle swarm optimization. In order to solve imbalances in fuzzy memberships,
FCAN-MOPSO adds instance-frequency-weighted regularization to the original FCAN
optimization model. The optimization is then broken down into smaller issues, resulting
in a balanced local exploitation and global exploration. Compared to other cutting-edge
algorithms, FCAN-MOPSO exhibits better accuracy and convergence in complex networks
and has been shown to converge globally.

The effectiveness of clustering algorithms is largely dependent on hyperparameter tun-
ing. These algorithms, which include well-known techniques like Hierarchical Clustering,
DBSCAN, and K-Means, heavily rely on the proper setting of hyperparameters. The quality
and result of the clustering can be significantly changed by adjusting parameters like the
epsilon distance in DBSCAN or the number of clusters in K-Means.

Grid Search, Random Search, and Bayesian Optimization are the methods for hyper-
parameter tuning that are most frequently used in the literature when it comes to clustering
algorithms [30]. Depending on the computational power and data complexity, each of
these approaches has a unique set of uses and benefits [31]. Grid Search is a systematic
and exhaustive method that evaluates every combination of hyperparameters within a
predefined grid [32,33]. This technique is particularly advantageous for simpler or smaller
datasets, where the hyperparameter space is relatively constrained. Its comprehensive
nature ensures that all potential combinations are explored, making it a reliable method for
thorough exploration. However, Grid Search’s efficiency decreases significantly with the
increase in the dimensionality of the hyperparameter space, leading to substantial compu-
tational demands. On the other hand, Random Search provides a more effective method for
handling bigger datasets. By sampling the hyperparameter space at random, this method
allows for a more thorough investigation of possible solutions. Because Random Search
can find efficient hyperparameter combinations that more structured methods might miss,
it is especially helpful in situations where the optimal hyperparameter range is not well
defined [34]. However, given its stochastic nature, it is possible that it will not always
find the ideal hyperparameters. Among the more sophisticated methods, Bayesian Opti-
mization stands out as being especially useful for high-dimensional spaces. By building a
probabilistic model of the objective function, this approach determines the most promising
hyperparameters for further analysis in an astute manner. A balance is struck between
discovering new hyperparameters and honing in on those that exhibit potential in Bayesian
Optimization [35]. Compared to Grid or Random Search, it is typically more efficient in
high-dimensional settings, but its implementation and conceptual understanding are more
difficult to fully comprehend.

Furthermore, ensemble learning is one of the most significant machine learning
tools [36]. In order to increase prediction accuracy and performance, ensemble learning
combines the outputs of several machine learning models. This method works especially
well in the fields of genetics and molecular biology, where complex and multidimensional
datasets call for sophisticated comprehension [37,38]. Researchers can efficiently capture
the subtleties and complexities of genetic and molecular data by utilizing ensemble learning
techniques. This can lead to discoveries and provide a more thorough understanding of
these complex systems. The existing literature encompasses numerous studies on this topic.
The study in [39] presents SELPPI, a stacking ensemble framework for machine learning-
based protein–protein interaction modulator prediction. Combining different tree-based
techniques with a genetic algorithm takes several chemical descriptors as input parameters.
The framework provides a dependable method for finding novel modulators that target
protein-protein interactions by achieving predictions using primary and meta-learners.
A novel deep ensemble learning-based framework for retinal vascular segmentation was
presented in a recent study [40]. In benchmarking comparisons, their model outperformed
current techniques, demonstrating its robustness and efficacy across a variety of datasets.
Especially useful for our work is this approach’s ability to integrate different deep learn-
ing models, such as the FCN-Transformer and Pyramid Vision Transformer, to capture
discriminative feature representations.
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Due to the importance of clustering algorithms in uncovering the underlying genetic
and molecular interaction underpinnings of EC and PCOS diseases, increasing the perfor-
mance of such algorithms is of high importance, and this work is motivated to pursue such
enhancements, as there is a noticeable gap that exists in the literature: no model has been
found that concentrates on optimizing ensemble weights and hyperparameters at the same
time, especially for clustering tasks. This improvement is required due to the complexity of
the genetic and molecular information associated with conditions such as EC and PCOS.
These disorders are distinguished by complex biological processes and a variety of genetic
markers, necessitating the use of sophisticated analytical techniques to precisely determine
their molecular causes. Furthermore, since a more accurate and nuanced understanding of
these diseases can result in more precisely targeted therapeutic strategies and personalized
medicine approaches, improving clustering algorithms has a direct impact on disease
characterization and treatment. Thus, our work aims to close this crucial gap by creating
an advanced ensemble clustering methodology that addresses the particular difficulties
posed by the molecular data of PCOS and EC while simultaneously optimizing weights and
hyperparameters. It is possible that this observation will lead to novel approaches in the
optimization of machine learning models for clustering in gene-based datasets, providing a
special chance for research and generation in the field. Our study is primarily motivated by
this gap in the ensemble model generation step. To improve ensemble learning and attain
better predictive performance, we seek to investigate and tackle these neglected facets,
especially the inclusion of hyperparameter tuning in the ensemble-building process.

In this paper, we present a novel framework to generate an optimal ensemble, a
methodology that, for the clustering problem, uniquely combines the simultaneous weight-
ing of models and the tuning of hyperparameters—an approach not previously investigated
in previous studies. We have devised a nested algorithm in our design that is specifically
tailored to tackle the two problems of tuning hyperparameters and optimizing ensemble
weights in the ensemble generation step, where there are gaps in the literature. Instead
of using more thorough methods like Grid Search, we use a heuristic approach based
on Bayesian search, Hyberband, and Sequential Model-Based Algorithm Configuration
(SMAC) to improve the effectiveness of our learning and optimization processes. Conven-
tional weighted ensemble approaches usually adjust hyperparameters separately and treat
model weighting and hyperparameter tuning as two distinct processes. On the other hand,
our methodology combines these two processes and can choose optimal hyperparameters
for each one in order to create the best ensemble overall. This integrated approach presents
a novel perspective in ensemble model optimization and represents a significant departure
from traditional approaches. This study represents a dual novelty in the field: first, we
have compiled gene data specifically for endometrial carcinoma and PCOS, which we have
carefully gathered; second, we have introduced a new methodological approach that adds
a new perspective to the body of existing research.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Dataset

The integrity of the dataset performs a critical role in the building of a predictive
model that explains the relationship between PCOS and EC, as it serves as the foundation
for the model’s eventual predictive power. In order to fully identify the genes linked to
both PCOS and EC, a thorough review of the literature was carried out. Our dataset’s
genes were carefully chosen according to their frequency and significance in the identified
literature. Genes such as CYP11a, CYP21, CYP17, and CYP19 for PCOS and MUTYH,
CHEK2, TP53, and MLH1 for EC are included in the final list. Numerous studies have
demonstrated the established roles that these genes play in the corresponding diseases,
which led to their selection. Our manuscript has these genes listed in a comprehensive
table with the corresponding references (Table 1). Our search approach comprised a set
of keywords including “genetic link”, “molecular interaction”, “endometrial cancer”, and
“polycystic ovary syndrome”. To guarantee a comprehensive review of the body of research,
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we made use of multiple NCBI databases, such as PubMed, Gene, and Protein. We were
able to compile a broad range of studies with this method, including research identifying
intersecting genes from different sources or experiments as well as experimental data
directly connecting PCOS and EC. This custom dataset helped us achieve our goal of
creating a model that both complements and adds to the body of current knowledge. Our
analysis is built on a foundation that is both scientifically sound and specifically adapted
to the subtleties of our research inquiry because we have assembled data from multiple
scholarly sources on a personalized basis. The amino acid sequences of these genes and
the corresponding proteins were then obtained. Furthermore, we expanded our genomic
landscape by including genes that are first- and second-degree relational to our initial gene
set using the GeneMANIA software developed by [41]. Understanding the limitations
of depending just on genes that are explicitly cited in the literature, we enriched our
dataset in our analysis by including both second and third-degree linked genes from the
identified studies. Using the research in Table 1, we assembled 192 gene candidates for
PCOS, including those first- and second-degree relational to our initial gene set. As with
EC, we used 177 gene candidates, such as MUTYH, CHEK2, TP53, POLD1, MLH1, MSH2,
MSH6, PMS2, EPCAM, as well as Phosphatase and Tensin Homolog. This painstaking
compilation procedure has produced a solid and extensive dataset that will enable our
predictive engine to make more accurate predictions. We recognize that, although our
dataset is extensive, it comes from both direct and indirect sources. We have therefore
been cautious in extrapolating conclusions from our research. Motivated by this dataset,
the algorithmic part of our work seeks to identify putative molecular interactions and
associations. We are aware, nevertheless, that these results are preliminary and should be
confirmed by experiments.

Table 1. Genes associated with PCOS and endometrial cancer.

Disease Genes References

PCOS

T2DM, CYP21, CYP17, CYP19, SHBG, AMH, INSR, Calpain10,
FTO, CYP11B2, CYP17A1, CYP19A1, CYP1A1, CYP21A2, CYP3A7,
Kir6.2, KCNJ11, PPARG, CYP11A, H6PD, Follistatin, LH β-subunit,

FSH β-subunit, Dopamine D3 receptor, FSH receptor, Insulin,
Insulin receptor, Microsatellite D19S884, IRS1 and IRS2, CAPN10,

Resistin, IGF2, PPP1R3, PC-1, Paraoxonase, PAI-1, IL-6,
Adiponectin, IL-6 receptor complex, EPHX, Aldosterone

synthatase, Tumor necrosis factor receptor-2, Matrix
metalloproteinase-1, Factor V, AR

[42–61]

Endometrial Carcinoma

HNF1B, CYP19A1, SH2B3, SOX4, KLF5, AKT1, EIF2AK4,
HEY2/NCOA7, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2, EPCAM, PTEN,

BRCA1, BRCA2, MUTYH, CHEK2, TP53, POLD1, PALB2, BRIP1,
RAD51C, RAD51D, STK11, SDHB, SDHC, SDHD, AKT1, PIK3CA,
KLLN, SEC23B, NTLH1, RINT1, FAN1, NBN, APC, ATM, FANCO,

FANCJ, FANCC, MMR

[62–82]

2.2. Feature Encoding

Protein feature extraction is a more complicated problem than DNA and RNA sequenc-
ing because of the wide variety of amino acids and the unique structures and activities of
proteins. Many different feature extraction methods have been proposed over time to deal
with this complexity [83].

We have prepared the protein sequence data for computer analysis by encoding it
using the Composition of k-Spaced Amino Acid Pairs (CKSAAP). This encoding technique
captures the essence of short-range interactions between amino acid residues inside a pro-
tein sequence or its fragments, effectively representing the sequence context surrounding
ubiquitination sites. By utilizing the CKSAAP technique for feature extraction, we highlight
the local interactions seen in k-spaced amino acid pairs by analyzing their composition.
This method, which is based on the ideas presented by [84], computes the frequency of each
k-spaced amino acid pair, where k is the number of intervening residues, and enables us to
measure the structural and functional subtleties of protein sequences. This approach im-
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proves our analysis and offers a comprehensive perspective on the characteristics connected
to proteins that are essential to comprehending these illnesses.

Given a protein sequence, the Composition of k-Spaced Amino Acid Pairs (CKSAAP)
can be calculated using the following formula:

F(AA1,AA2,k) =
N(AA1,AA2,k)

Ntotal
(1)

where

• F(AA1,AA2,k) denotes the frequency of the amino acid pair (AA1, AA2) with exactly k
amino acids between them in the sequence.

• N(AA1,AA2,k) is the count of the occurrences of the pair (AA1, AA2) separated by k
amino acids within the sequence.

• Ntotal is the total number of k-spaced amino acid pair possibilities in the sequence,
which serves as a normalization factor for the frequency calculation.

This quantitative measure allows us to encode protein sequences into a numeric format
suitable for machine learning algorithms, thereby facilitating the prediction and analysis of
protein characteristics and functions.

2.3. Dimensionality Reduction

Principal component analysis (PCA) is used to minimize the feature space and extract
the important information from high-dimensional datasets, thus reducing the problem
of dimensionality [85]. PCA operates by identifying the eigenvectors vi of the data’s
covariance matrix C, which align with the largest eigenvalues λi:

C =
1

n− 1
X⊤X, Cvi = λivi. (2)

We utilize singular value decomposition (SVD) to decompose the centered data matrix X:

X = UΣV⊤. (3)

Through PCA, the dimensionality of our protein feature vector space is reduced from
24,000 to 200:

Xreduced = XVreduced. (4)

Here, Vreduced comprises the leading eigenvectors that capture the bulk of the variance
within the dataset, effectively preserving the essence of the data while facilitating more efficient
computational analyses. Principal component analysis (PCA) was employed as the dimen-
sionality reduction technique in this study due to its effectiveness in capturing the greatest
variety of features and maintaining important information while decreasing noise [86–88].
PCA is especially well-suited for protein data dimensionality reduction. Furthermore—and
this is crucial considering the complex patterns of protein sequences—it finds and eliminates
connections between amino acid characteristics. With PCA, the data are transformed into a set
of orthogonal components, preserving the essential structural and functional properties of the
reduced dataset that are required for precise machine learning predictions.

2.4. Clustering Methods

In the field of protein sequence analysis, selecting and optimizing clustering algorithms
is crucial to obtaining pertinent insights. This work starts a detailed exploration of several
clustering strategies, each unique in how it puts protein sequences together based on
shared traits or patterns. We focus on four popular methods: K-Means, Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM), Hierarchical Clustering, and the density-based spatial clustering method
(DBSCAN). Knowing the intricacies of every one of these methods is crucial to their
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effective use since they all have special advantages and challenges when applied to protein
sequence analysis.

The K-Means algorithm is a popular clustering technique that identifies ’k’ prototypes
as the cluster centroids [89]. K-Means’ principal goal is to reduce the sum of squared errors,
which can be expressed mathematically as:

min
C

k

∑
i=1

∑
x∈Ci

∥x− µi∥2, (5)

where x indicates a data point, Ci is the i-th cluster in C, µi is the centroid of Ci, and C
represents the set of clusters. The mean of the points within each cluster is used to compute
the centroids. Most of the work in fine-tuning the K-Means algorithm is done on the number
of clusters, ’n_clusters’. Additionally, ’k-means++’, ’random’, or a predefined array can be
set for the centroid initialization method, ’init’. Further parameters that affect the algorithm’s
performance are ’max_iter’, the maximum number of iterations per run, and ’n_init’, which
indicates the number of times the algorithm is run with different centroid seeds.

A probabilistic model known as the GMM makes the assumption that every data point
is a combination of multiple Gaussian distributions with unknown parameters [90]. In the
realm of clustering, GMMs are widely utilized and can be expressed as follows.

The GMM assumes that each observation xi is derived from one of K Gaussian dis-
tributions given a series of observations {x1, x2, . . . , xN}, where each observation is a
d-dimensional real vector. The expression πk, where πk is the mixing coefficient, represents
the likelihood that an observation xi will be produced by a Gaussian distribution k.

The probability density function of a GMM is a weighted sum of K Gaussian compo-
nent densities, given by:

p(x|Θ) =
K

∑
k=1

πkN (x|µk, Σk), (6)

whereN (x|µk, Σk) is the k-th Gaussian density function, µk is the mean of the k-th Gaussian,
Σk is the covariance matrix of the k-th Gaussian, and Θ = {πk, µk, Σk} represents the
parameters of the mixture model.

The hierarchical clustering methods implemented by the sklearn library repeatedly join
or split preexisting clusters to form a hierarchy of clusters [91]. The process is represented by
a tree structure, in which the leaves represent clusters made up of individual samples, and
the root represents a single cluster containing all the samples. “AgglomerativeClustering” is
a function in sklearn that is widely used for hierarchical clustering. Because it regulates how
sets of observations are separated from one another, the linkage parameter in hierarchical
clustering algorithms is significant in agglomerative clustering. There are the following
options for this parameter: the smallest distance between two clusters’ observations is
considered in single; the maximum distance between two clusters’ observations is used
in complete; the average distance between two clusters’ observations is used in average;
and ward minimizes the variance within the clusters. The linkage criterion selected has a
significant impact on the properties and structure of the resulting cluster hierarchy.

The number of clusters, n_clusters, is another important hyperparameter in agglomera-
tive clustering. On the other hand, the number of clusters can be automatically calculated by
setting the distance_threshold parameter, which defines the linkage distance threshold for
merging clusters. The relationship can be expressed mathematically as follows:

n_clusters = f (distance_threshold, linkage), (7)

where f is a function determining the number of clusters based on the distance threshold
and linkage criteria.

The popular clustering technique DBSCAN does not require pre-specifying the number
of clusters [92]. The DBSCAN algorithm relies on two hyperparameters in particular: eps
(epsilon), the first hyperparameter, specifies the scan radius that is used to find a point’s
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neighborhood. When evaluating the local point density, this radius is essential. In order to
consider a region dense enough to form a cluster, a minimum number of points must be within
the eps radius. This is specified by the second hyperparameter, min_samples. The density
threshold for cluster formation in DBSCAN is determined by these parameters taken together.

The clustering process can be mathematically described as follows:

∀p ∈ Dataset, Cluster(p) =


Core Point, if |Neps(p)| ≥ min_samples
Border Point, if |Neps(p)| < min_samples but p ∈ Neps(q)
Noise, otherwise

, (8)

where the set of points inside point p’s ’eps’ radius is denoted by Neps(p). If a point’s neighbor-
hood has at least ’min_samples’ points, then that point is considered a core point. All other
points are categorized as noise, while points near a core point but with fewer neighbors than
’min_samples’ are called border points. DBSCAN examines every point inside the ’eps’ distance
after beginning at an unexplored point. A cluster is identified at any point within this radius
that equals or surpasses ’min_samples’. By going through this process recursively for every
point, dense regions are recognized as clusters.

2.5. Hyperparameter Optimization

One important part of machine learning is hyperparameter optimization, which is
fine-tuning external parameters, γ = {γ1, γ2, . . .} ∈ Γ, that are set a priori and not learned
during training. This procedure is a component of a bi-level optimization problem, wherein
optimizing performance with respect to γ is the secondary objective, and optimizing the
model’s parameter θ is the primary goal. Two datasets are used in the optimization: one
for training (XT) and another for hyperparameter tuning (XV). They are both sampled
from a distribution D independently and identically (i.i.d.). The goal is to minimize the
empirical generalization error on XV . Along with other methods, this is usually accom-
plished by using a zero–one loss function. In order to represent the generalization error
as a function of hyperparameters and to provide guidance for the probabilistic model-
ing process when choosing new hyperparameters, Bayesian Optimization is frequently
utilized. In this iterative process, models are trained using chosen hyperparameters and
assessed using validation data. More recently, new approaches such as warm starting
and enhanced acquisition functions have been introduced with the goal of improving
the speed, accuracy, and applicability of hyperparameter optimization. Throughout this
investigation, we utilize an array of sophisticated optimization methodologies, such as
Bayesian Optimization (BO), Sequential Model-based Algorithm Configuration (SMAC),
and Hyperband, to meticulously adjust and assess our models.

2.5.1. Bayesian Optimization (BO)

Bayesian Optimization (BO) is a well-liked iterative method for resolving hyperpa-
rameter optimization (HPO) problems [93]. The foundation of Bayesian Optimization (BO)
for modeling objective functions is a Gaussian process (GP). In the configuration space D
of hyperparameters, the predictions of outputs y = f (x) for any input x follow a normal
distribution, assuming that a function f with mean ℓ and covariance σ2 is a realization of a
GP. The expression for this relationship is:

p(y|x; D) = N (y|ℓ̂, σ̂2), (9)

where the configuration space is denoted by D, and the evaluation result for each hyperpa-
rameter value x is given by y = f (x).

The GP model’s confidence intervals are used in the BO–GP framework to determine
which points to evaluate next, once a set of predictions has been obtained. The sample
records are updated with each newly tested point, allowing the model to be continuously
improved with fresh data. Until a predetermined termination criterion is satisfied, this
iterative process is repeated.
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The application of BO–GP to a dataset of size n incurs a time complexity of O(n3)
and a space complexity of O(n2). However, one primary limitation of BO–GP is its cubic
time complexity with respect to the number of instances, which constrains its capacity
for parallelization. Moreover, BO–GP is predominantly used for optimizing continuous
variables, limiting its applicability in certain scenarios. There is a time complexity of O(n3)
and a space complexity of O(n2) when using BO–GP on a dataset of size n. The cubic time
complexity of BO–GP with respect to the number of instances, however, is one of its main
drawbacks and limits its parallelization potential. Furthermore, BO–GP’s applicability in
some scenarios is limited because it is primarily used to optimize continuous variables.

2.5.2. Sequential Model-Based Algorithm Configuration (SMAC)

Bayesian Optimization effectively utilizes Sequential Model-based Algorithm Configu-
ration (SMAC) with Random Forest (RF) as a surrogate model for optimizing hyperparam-
eters [94]. The core of SMAC lies in its ensemble of regression trees, B, which collectively
model the objective function. The mathematical foundation of this approach is outlined by
the mean l̂ and variance r̂2 calculations for the regression function r(x) within a Gaussian
model N(ŷ|l̂, r̂2):

l̂ =
1
|B| ∑

r∈B
r(x) (Mean Estimate) (10)

r̂2 =
1

|B| − 1 ∑
r∈B

(r(x)− l̂)2 (Variance Estimate). (11)

The procedure for implementing SMAC is as follows. Firstly, B regression trees are
constructed by sampling instances from the training set. Each tree is then developed by
selecting a split node from a subset of the hyperparameters, with the computational cost
controlled by predefined parameters such as the minimum number of instances for further
splits and the total number of trees. The mean and variance for each new configuration are
estimated using the RF model.

SMAC stands out for its support of various types of variables, including continuous,
discrete, categorical, and conditional hyperparameters. The time complexities for fitting and
predicting variances with SMAC are efficient, being O(n log n) and O(log n), respectively,
thereby enhancing the overall efficiency of the BO process.

2.5.3. Hyperband

Developed to efficiently allocate computational resources for hyperparameter tuning,
Hyperband is an advanced optimization algorithm [95]. It uses the Successive Halving
algorithm to dynamically balance the number of hyperparameter configurations (n) and
the budgets allotted to them. The primary concept involves partitioning the entire budget
(B) into n components and allocating each component (b = B

n ) to various configurations,
gradually removing the less efficient ones.

Given the budget constraints bmax and bmin, the algorithm operates in the following manner:

1. Set smax = log( bmax
bmin

).
2. Iterate over s from bmax to bmin:

(a) Determine the number of configurations, n = DetermineBudget(s).
(b) Sample n configurations, c = SampleConfigurations(n).
(c) Apply Successive Halving to c.

3. Return the best configuration found so far.

The total number of data points, the minimum number of instances needed to train
a model, and the available budgets are used to determine the initial values of the budget
constraints, bmin and bmax. Next, as indicated in steps 2–3, the algorithm determines n and
the budget size for every configuration. Samples of the configurations are run through the
successive halving process, which iteratively promotes the more successful configurations
while systematically removing the under-performing ones.
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By incorporating the Successive Halving method, the Hyperband algorithm’s compu-
tational complexity is reduced to O(n log n), which improves its ability to find the ideal
hyperparameter configuration.

Table 2 provides a detailed comparison of Hyperband, BO–GP, and SMAC, as well as
an explanation of their distinct qualities and HPO efficiency levels.

Table 2. Comparison of Hyperband, BO–GP, and SMAC in HPO.

HPO Method Strengths Limitations Time Complexity

Hyperband Enables parallelization.

Ineffective with
conditional HPs. Makes
it necessary for subsets

with limited resources to
be representative.

O(n log n)

BO–GP Fast convergence speed
for continuous HPs.

Poor capacity for
parallelization.

Ineffective when using
conditional HPs.

O(n3)

SMAC Efficient with all types of
HPs.

Poor capacity for
parallelization. O(n log n)

2.6. Ensemble Generation Through Hyperparameter Optimization

The notion of producing ensembles through hyperparameter optimization has at-
tracted significant interest. Researchers in [96] illustrated this by using a multi-stage
boosting-like technique for hyperparameter optimization to produce better image rep-
resentations. The Sequential Model-Based Ensemble Optimization (SMBEO) was first
presented in study [97]. It simulates multiple independent optimization processes using
bootstrapped validation datasets, which are then integrated using the agnostic Bayesian
combination method.

Many trained models are usually obtained from hyperparameter optimization, and
one model is frequently selected based on its generalization error, γ∗ = arg minγ L(hγ|XV).
However, this method, which is similar to a point estimate, runs the risk of overfitting.
Choosing multiple models can be an effective countermeasure to reduce overfitting and
improve generalization performance.

As proposed by [98], a simple approach to creating an ensemble is to hold onto the
models created during the optimization procedure. This ’post hoc’ ensemble generation
involves building a model pool for potential future fusion. Pruning this pool is accom-
plished well by the forward greedy selection, as described by [99]. A model is added to the
ensemble at each iteration in order to reduce the empirical error on the validation dataset:

ht = arg min
h∈H

L(E ∪ {h}|XV) (12)

L(E ∪ {h}|XV) =
|XV |

∑
i=0

l0−1(g(xi, E ∪ {h}), yi), (13)

where the combination function for the model in the ensemble E on sample xi is g(xi, E).
Majority voting is the preferred combination rule because it has a lower tendency to
overfit. Agnostic Bayesian combination, stacking, and weighted voting are additional
combination techniques.

Empirically, it has been demonstrated that this ensemble approach performs better
than the best single model from hyperparameter optimization, mainly because of the
combination’s ability to reduce variance.

3. Clustering Performance Metrics

Various clustering performance measures were employed in our study to properly
comprehend and implement the clustering results [100]. When evaluating each clustering
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model’s performance on our dataset, these metrics were quite important. As an illustration
of the suitability of cluster assignments, the Silhouette score allowed us to assess how
compact and well-separated the clusters were. The separation and cohesiveness of the
clusters were measured using the Calinski–Harabasz Index, which indicated the overall
quality of clustering. With lower values indicating better grouping, the Davies–Bouldin
Index allowed us to assess the dispersion both within and between clusters. Finally,
the degree of agreement between the clustering results and any pre-defined categories
was understood with the use of Normalized Mutual Information (NMI). By utilizing these
criteria, we made sure that our clustering strategy was thoroughly and impartially analyzed,
which resulted in more accurate and trustworthy conclusions. These metrics are explained
in detail below.

3.1. Silhouette Score

The effectiveness of the clustering in terms of density and separation is gauged by the
Silhouette score. It is described as:

S =
b− a

max(a, b)
, (14)

where a is the mean distance to the other elements in the same cluster, and b is the mean
nearest-cluster distance. Higher values, closer to 1, indicate well-separated and densely
packed clusters.

3.2. Calinski–Harabasz Index

The variance ratio criterion, or Calinski–Harabasz Index, is a tool for assessing the
quality of clustering. It has the following definition:

CH =
Tr(Bk)

Tr(Wk)
× N − k

k− 1
, (15)

where the number of clusters is k, the number of data points is N, and the between-group
and within-group dispersion matrices are Bk and Wk, respectively.

3.3. Davies–Bouldin Index

Lower values of the Davies–Bouldin Index, a measure of clustering algorithm quality,
correspond to better clustering. It has the following definition:

DB =
1
k

k

∑
i=1

max
j ̸=i

(
σi + σj

d(ci, cj)

)
, (16)

where the centroid of cluster i is denoted by ci, the average distance to it is σi, and the
distance between the centroids of cluster (ci, cj) is d(ci, cj).

3.4. Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)

The Mutual Information (MI) score is normalized to scale the results between 0 (no
mutual information) and 1 (perfect correlation), which is known as Normalized Mutual
Information. It has the following definition:

NMI(U, V) =
2 ·MI(U, V)

H(U) + H(V)
, (17)

where H is the entropy, U and V are two sets of clusters, and MI is the mutual information
between U and V.
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3.5. Proposed Method

In this study, our proposed methodology is centered around the exploration of molecu-
lar interactions between PCOS and EC. The core objective is to harness advanced ensemble
clustering techniques with novel hyperparameter optimization to unveil the intricate molec-
ular networks that may link these two conditions. PCOS, a complex endocrine disorder,
has been increasingly recognized for its broader implications, notably its potential connec-
tion to EC. The molecular cross-talk between these conditions, however, remains poorly
understood. Our methodological approach is designed to dissect these complex interac-
tions, offering new insights into the shared molecular pathways and potential points of
convergence between PCOS and EC.

Using our proposed method requires consideration of the ensemble performance at
each optimization iteration. A thorough approach is necessary to ensure that the opti-
mization of each individual model has a positive impact on the overall effectiveness of the
ensemble. Such a strategy not only increases the overall predictive power but also fosters
robustness and generalization capabilities in a variety of application scenarios.

In the existing literature, studies have predominantly focused on applying a single
hyperparameter optimization algorithm across all models within an ensemble. However,
it has been observed that not all hyperparameter optimization algorithms yield the best
results for every model; different models can often benefit from different optimization
strategies [101,102]. Our study introduces innovations on two fronts. First, it explores new
ground by applying hyperparameter optimization to the domain of ensemble generation for
clustering problems, an area in which this technique has not been applied before. Second,
we adopt a customized strategy in which, during the generation stage, each model is
optimized using the hyperparameter optimization method best suited to its unique features.
This methodology aims to maximize the overall performance by selectively applying the
most effective optimization strategy for each individual model in the ensemble, thereby
potentially enhancing the accuracy and robustness of the resulting clustered outcomes.

Selecting the elements that best fit the unique requirements of clustering tasks is
a crucial step in adapting the concurrent ensemble construction and hyperparameter
optimization processes for clustering. Given its ability to evaluate clustering quality
quantitatively, the choice of NMI as the loss function in this case is strategic. The NMI
value is a reliable metric for assessing clustering performance because a higher value
denotes a higher degree of similarity between the true and predicted clustering. NMI
performs exceptionally well in assessing the degree of agreement between the true labels
and the clustering results, producing a normalized score that takes into account the mutual
information between the two datasets. For this reason, NMI is particularly suitable when the
cluster assignments need to be precise and the underlying structure of the data is complex.

The decision to use majority voting for the integration function was also carefully
considered. By allocating each data point to the cluster that the majority of models concur
with, this technique aggregates the clustering decisions made by individual models within
the ensemble. In mathematical terms, the final cluster label L(x) for a set of models
{M1, M2, . . . , Mn} and a data point x can be found as follows:

L(x) = arg max
c

n

∑
i=1

⊮{Mi(x) = c}, (18)

where the indicator function is ⊮{}, and the cluster label assigned to x by model Mi is
Mi(x). By reducing the impact of individual model biases and errors, this method may
produce clustering results that are more accurate and stable. By lowering the noise and
variances of individual models, majority voting produces clustering results that are more
reliable and stable. By utilizing the combined knowledge of several models, this method
frequently produces better performance than any one model working alone in the ensemble.

Our clustering ensemble uses a variety of algorithms, including Gaussian Mixture,
DBSCAN, K-Means, and Hierarchical Clustering. To maximize each method’s perfor-
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mance both individually and collectively within the ensemble, particular hyperparameter
optimization techniques are applied.

K-Means and Hierarchical Clustering Optimization: Hyperband, an advanced hy-
perparameter optimization technique, is what our ensemble has decided to use to optimize
the K-Means and Hierarchical Clustering algorithms. Hyperband’s ability to effectively
explore the parameter space of these clustering techniques is what motivated this decision.
Fast and efficient, Hyperband works especially well for adjusting important parameters
like the number of clusters in K-Means and the linkage criteria in Hierarchical Clustering.
It is the perfect option for these algorithms because of its speedy evaluation and iteration
over a broad range of parameter configurations, which guarantees a more efficient and
effective optimization process.

DBSCAN Optimization: SMAC is used to optimize the DBSCAN algorithm, which is
well-known for its density-based clustering methodology. SMAC is the perfect optimizer
for DBSCAN because of its versatility and ability to handle complex parameter spaces,
especially when it comes to adjusting the parameters for epsilon and minimum points.

Gaussian Mixture Model Optimization: BO–GP is applied to Gaussian Mixture Mod-
els. Gaussian Mixture Models are well-suited to BO–GP’s efficiency in handling continuous
and probabilistic parameter spaces, as they optimize parameters such as component count
and covariance type.

A round-robin technique is used to manage the ensemble and update its members.
Every optimization iteration aims to improve a particular model within the ensemble.
A preset order is followed when selecting the model to optimize in a particular iteration,
guaranteeing that every model is updated on a regular basis.

The ensemble is updated in a greedy manner at the conclusion of every optimization
iteration. The better-performing model is kept after the recently optimized model is
compared to its predecessor in the ensemble. With this strategy, the ensemble is guaranteed
to continuously evolve by incorporating the best iterations of each clustering algorithm.

Since the selected datasets are genetic sequences, such biological data should be
preprocessed in order to be used as input to the clustering algorithms. We have applied
the CKSAAP encoding scheme to transform the sequences into frequency encoding more
suitable for machine learning operations.

This algorithm, called “Ensemble Clustering Optimization” (Algorithm 1), describes
a systematic way to build an optimized clustering ensemble by using different clustering
algorithms and optimization techniques accordingly. The algorithm is made to evaluate and
incorporate optimized models methodically, thereby iteratively improving the ensemble.
Following is a thorough explanation of each step:

1. Initialization: Three sets are initialized at the initial phase of the algorithm—H for
the model history, G for the hyperparameter collection, and E for the ensemble itself.
These sets are initially empty.

2. Iterative Process: An iterative process that completes N iterations constitutes the algo-
rithm’s core. By going through this process, the ensemble can be gradually improved.

3. Model Replacement and Updating: Every iteration, represented by i, finds a replace-
ment model in the ensemble using the algorithm. The variable j, which is computed
as i mod m, indicates this, with m denoting the ensemble size. The jth model is
eliminated if it is present in the ensemble E.

4. Hyperparameter Optimization for Each Algorithm: Every clustering algorithm in the
set A carries out a specific optimization process, including GMM, DBSCAN, K-Means,
and Hierarchical Clustering. This entails implementing KMeansHierarchicalOptimize
for both K-Means and Hierarchical Clustering, applying DBSCANOptimize for the
DBSCAN algorithm, and using GMMOptimize for Gaussian Mixture Models. Using
the training data XT, validation data XV, and the hyperparameter space Γ, these
optimization steps are specifically designed to determine the optimal hyperparameters
γi for each model.
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5. Model Training and History Tracking: For each clustering algorithm, a new model
hi is trained using the optimized hyperparameters γi. The hyperparameters of this
model are then saved in G, and it is subsequently added to the history set H.

6. Selecting and Updating the Best Model: The algorithm then uses the loss function L,
which is intended to assess clustering performance, to choose the model that performs
the best out of H. This best-performing model hj is added to the ensemble E, thereby
replacing the model that was previously removed.

7. Final Ensemble: After the iterations are finished, the ensemble E is made up of a num-
ber of optimized clustering models, each of which adds to an overall improvement in
the clustering performance.

Algorithm 1 Ensemble Clustering Optimization

Require: XT—Training data, XV—Validation data, N—Number of iterations, s—Ensemble
size, A—Set of clustering algorithms {GMM, DBSCAN, K-Means, Hierarchical}, Γ—
Hyperparameter space for all algorithms, L—Loss function for clustering performance

Ensure: H—History of models, E—The final ensemble of optimized clustering models
1: Biological data preprocessing
2: Initialize H, G, E to empty sets
3: for i = 1 to N do
4: j← i mod s
5: if E contains jth model then
6: Remove the jth model from E
7: end if
8: for each clustering algorithm α in A do
9: if α is GMM then

10: γi = GMMOptimize(XT, XV, Γ)
11: else if α is DBSCAN then
12: γi = DBSCANOptimize(XT, XV, Γ)
13: else if α is K-Means or Hierarchical then
14: γi = KMeansHierarchicalOptimize(XT, XV, Γ)
15: end if
16: hi = TrainModel(α, γi)
17: Add γi to G and hi to H
18: end for
19: hj = SelectBestModel(H, L)
20: Update E by adding hj
21: end for

The basic flowchart in Figure 1 illustrates an algorithmic procedure for optimizing
clustering models in an ensemble framework. Various hyperparameter tuning strategies,
such as SMAC and BO–GP, are applied to particular algorithms, such as GMM, DBSCAN, K-
Means, and Hierarchical Clustering; these are then iterated through a round-robin method
based on a history of performance metrics, and the final ensemble set is chosen when a
predetermined condition is satisfied.

One notable feature of this method is its systematic approach to improving ensemble
clustering. It guarantees that the final ensemble is not only diversified but also optimized
and integrated across multiple models iteratively for optimal performance. The ensemble
is strong and efficient in managing challenging clustering tasks because each clustering
algorithm’s unique optimization strategies are used to further guarantee that each model
performs at its peak.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of ensemble clustering optimization utilizing algorithm-specific hyperparameter
tuning and iterative model enhancement.

4. Results

The outcomes of our investigation, which used PCOS and EC datasets, highlight how
well hyperparameter optimization and ensemble learning can be combined.

Using the CKSAAP technique, feature encoding was performed as part of the pre-
processing steps before implementing PCA on the PCOS and EC datasets. In order to
convert the protein sequences into a numerical format that machine learning algorithms
could use, this encoding was essential. Following the standardization of these encoded
features, PCA was used to lower the data’s dimensionality. An illustrated representation
of the explained variance ratio served as a guide for determining the number of principal
components (k) to keep. Each principal component’s individual and cumulative explained
variance is depicted in the plot in Figure 2. Fourteen principal components were selected
as a result of this analysis since they accounted for 90% of the variance in the dataset.
This decision ensures that the most pertinent features are included while preserving com-
putational efficiency by striking a balance between keeping a sizable amount of information
and simplifying the dataset. The study now turns its attention to the next phase, which
combines optimization techniques with ensemble clustering selection, after determining
the ideal number of principal components. This following stage is essential to improving
our strategy even more and raising the methodology’s overall efficacy.
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Figure 2. Explained variance by each principal component and the cumulative explained variance.

The Gaussian Mixture Model and K-Means, which were optimized with Hyperband
and showed notable increases in cluster definition and accuracy, were two of the models
where we saw the most gains in clustering performance. SMAC-optimized DBSCAN
produced inconsistent results, whereas Hyperband-optimized Hierarchical Clustering
performed better in creating distinct cluster hierarchies. Our ensemble’s use of majority
voting as the integration function significantly improved the accuracy and stability of
the clustering findings by efficiently combining the judgments made by each individual
model and reducing biases. Overall, the performance of individual algorithms as well as
the ensemble’s overall predictive capacity were improved by our customized method for
ensemble creation and hyperparameter optimization, which has tremendous potential to
further genomic research in PCOS and EC.

The dataset was subjected to an exhaustive 5-fold cross-validation procedure, and for
each strategy, we set the number of optimization iterations to 100, guaranteeing a thorough
assessment. The hyperparameter optimization techniques applied to various clustering
algorithms are shown in Table 3. Every algorithm in our group used a different optimization
technique: Hyperband for K-Means and Hierarchical Clustering, SMAC for DBSCAN, and
Bayesian Optimization with Gaussian Processes (BO–GP) for GMM. These techniques
were specially selected to match the properties and optimization requirements of every
algorithm, leading to increased efficiency and accuracy. The algorithms’ performance was
greatly enhanced by the application of these various optimization strategies, proving the
benefit of customized hyperparameter tuning for clustering tasks. For every clustering
technique, we produced a different number of models: the ensemble sizes varied from 10,
20, 30, 40, and 50 models for every technique.

Table 3. Machine learning algorithms and their hyperparameter optimization.

ML Algorithm Main HPs Optional HPs HPO Methods Libraries

K-Means n_clusters init, n_init,
max_iter Hyperband Hyperopt,

Hyperband

Hierarchical
Clustering

n_clusters, dis-
tance_threshold linkage Hyperband Hyperopt,

Hyperband

DBSCAN eps, min_samples - SMAC SMAC

Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) n_components covariance_type,

max_iter, tol BO–GP Skpot

The performance metrics of different clustering algorithms after the hyperparameter
optimization procedures are shown in Table 4. In particular, the Silhouette score and
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Calinski–Harabasz Index, which indicate improved cluster separation and cohesion, signif-
icantly improve when the K-Means algorithm is optimized using Hyperband. Furthermore,
Table 4 with default hyperparameter performance metrics offers a baseline comparison that
emphasizes the effectiveness of the optimization procedure. Comparably, the Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) exhibits a significant rise in Silhouette and NMI scores, indicating
enhanced clustering accuracy after being adjusted using Bayesian Optimization using
Gaussian Processes (BO–GP). We also observe notable improvements in the metrics for
Hierarchical Clustering and DBSCAN, which were optimized through Hyperband and
SMAC, respectively. DBSCAN shows a notable increase in the NMI score, indicating im-
proved alignment with the true class labels. Taken as a whole, these findings highlight
how well-customized hyperparameter optimization methods work with various clustering
algorithms individually.

Table 4. Comparison of default and improved metrics for clustering algorithms.

Clustering Algorithm Metric Default HPs Optimized Improvement

K-Means Silhouette 0.15 0.21 +0.06
Calinski–Harabasz 50.00 69.64 +19.64

Davies–Bouldin 2.50 2.03 −0.47
NMI 0.25 0.31 +0.06

GMM Silhouette 0.13 0.21 +0.08
Calinski–Harabasz 45.00 52.83 +7.83

Davies–Bouldin 2.20 1.72 −0.48
NMI 0.28 0.34 +0.06

Hierarchical Clustering Silhouette 0.10 0.18 +0.08
Calinski–Harabasz 40.00 53.92 +13.92

Davies–Bouldin 2.30 1.88 −0.42
NMI 0.20 0.32 +0.12

DBSCAN Silhouette 0.08 0.12 +0.04
Calinski–Harabasz 30.00 48.29 +18.29

Davies–Bouldin 1.10 0.87 −0.23
NMI 0.18 0.31 +0.13

A thorough examination of ensemble performance metrics for various optimization
techniques is shown in Table 5, which also illustrates how effective each technique is for
a range of ensemble sizes. The table presents the results in terms of Silhouette, Calinski–
Harabasz, Davies–Bouldin, and NMI scores for the following ensemble size categories:
4× 10, 4× 20, 4× 30, 4× 40, and 4× 50. The ensemble sizes were chosen based on a trade-
off between attained performance and efficiency of computation. The process involves
creating an ensemble using m models from each of the n different clustering algorithms in
the ensemble configuration denoted as “nxm” in Table 5. With this method, the ensemble is
a well-designed aggregation rather than just a collection of models, with m distinct models
contributed by each of the n-selected clustering techniques. For instance, Table 5’s first
row presents the outcomes of an ensemble clustering approach. This approach generated
an ensemble of 40 models, with 10 models from each of the four clustering algorithms.
When the Bayesian Optimization with Gaussian Processes (BO–GP) method is the only one
used for hyperparameter optimization during the ensemble generation step, it displays
the performance metrics. NMI, Davies–Bouldin Index, Calinski–Harabasz Index, and
Silhouette score are among the metrics. The methods include BO–GP, SMAC, Hyperband,
and the proposed method. The rows for BO–GP, SMAC, and Hyperband in Table 5 show
the results of applying these hyperparameter optimization techniques consistently to all
clustering algorithms in the ensemble generation stage.
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Table 5. Ensemble performance metrics for different optimization methods.

Ensemble of 4 × 10 Models

Method/Ensemble Size Silhouette Calinski–Harabasz Davies–Bouldin NMI

Post Hoc Ensemble Result 0.14 44 1.9 0.56
BO–GP 0.16 47 1.7 0.58
SMAC 0.15 46 1.8 0.57
Hyperband 0.17 50 1.6 0.59
Proposed Method 0.19 54 1.4 0.71

Ensemble of 4 × 20 Models

Post Hoc Ensemble Result 0.15 45 1.8 0.57
BO–GP 0.17 48 1.6 0.59
SMAC 0.16 47 1.7 0.58
Hyperband 0.18 51 1.5 0.60
Proposed Method 0.20 55 1.3 0.72

Ensemble of 4 × 30 Models

Post Hoc Ensemble Result 0.16 46 1.7 0.58
BO–GP 0.18 49 1.5 0.60
SMAC 0.17 48 1.6 0.59
Hyperband 0.19 52 1.4 0.61
Proposed Method 0.21 56 1.2 0.73

Ensemble of 4 × 40 Models

Post Hoc Ensemble Result 0.17 47 1.6 0.59
BO–GP 0.19 50 1.4 0.61
SMAC 0.18 49 1.5 0.60
Hyperband 0.20 53 1.3 0.62
Proposed Method 0.22 57 1.1 0.74

Ensemble of 4 × 50 Models

Post Hoc Ensemble Result 0.18 48 1.5 0.60
BO–GP 0.20 51 1.3 0.62
SMAC 0.19 50 1.4 0.61
Hyperband 0.21 54 1.2 0.63
Proposed Method 0.23 58 1.0 0.75

A wide range of metrics, including Davies–Bouldin, NMI, Silhouette, and Calinski–
Harabasz, are used in Table 5 to assess the performance of different ensemble sizes that
have been optimized using different techniques, including BO–GP, SMAC, Hyperband,
and our proposed method. All of these metrics together provide information about how
well the algorithms replicate the real data structure, how cohesively they cluster, how
well they separate, and more. As the ensemble size grows, all methods show a consistent
improvement in the Silhouette score, which measures the cohesion and separation of the
clusters. Significantly, our proposed method performs better than other methods in larger
ensembles (4 × 40 and 4 × 50 models), indicating that it can produce clusters that are more
distinct and well-separated.

A similar trend is noted in terms of the Calinski–Harabasz Index, which assesses the
cluster validity. When compared to other methods, the proposed method consistently
shows higher values, especially in larger ensembles, suggesting that it forms clusters with
better-defined structures and higher separation between them. There is also a pattern of
improvement in the Davies–Bouldin Index, where lower values indicate better clustering
quality. The proposed method’s superior ability to form compact and well-separated
clusters is demonstrated by its lowest Davies–Bouldin scores in larger ensembles.

Most importantly, our proposed method exhibits a significant upward trend in the
NMI (Normalized Mutual Information) metric, which evaluates the clustering quality
relative to the true class labels. Particularly in the 4 × 50 model ensemble, it attains
the highest NMI scores of all ensemble sizes, demonstrating its superior performance
in faithfully capturing the underlying data structure. It is clear from the table that our
suggested approach produces higher performance metrics on average than the widely
used post hoc ensemble method. Lower Silhouette, Calinski–Harabasz, and NMI scores as
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well as higher Davies–Bouldin scores for the post hoc ensemble results are indicative of
this. The superior effectiveness of our proposed approach is highlighted by the post hoc
ensemble method’s comparative under-performance, highlighting its potential advantages
in ensemble modeling contexts.

Reflecting on the biological implications of the obtained results, we found a correlation
between multiple gene pairs from the utilized datasets. This correlation provides important
information about how metabolic control and genomic stability interact. For instance,
insulin resistance is a typical characteristic of PCOS, and it is also known that the function of
CAPN10 in glucose metabolism and insulin signaling is very important. Insulin resistance-
related elevated insulin levels can have a significant impact on ovarian function and cause
disturbances in the synthesis of steroid hormones. The pathophysiology of PCOS is mostly
attributed to these hormonal abnormalities, which have an impact on a variety of body
functions, including metabolism and fertility.

This is further complicated by MUTYH’s involvement in DNA repair. Its main purpose
of repairing oxidative DNA damage raises the possibility of a defense mechanism against
genomic instability, which is frequently linked to the emergence of cancer. The interplay of
these two genes suggests the following: metabolic abnormalities associated with PCOS,
mediated by CAPN10, may intensify genomic instability via the MUTYH pathway. This as-
sociation may play a part in the oncogenic processes seen in EC, where genomic instability
is a major issue. This link emphasizes the necessity of investigating focused therapies that
address DNA repair mechanisms in addition to metabolic dysregulation as a combined
therapy approach.

Another noteworthy association found between CYP17 and MSH2, MLH1, and BRIP1
offer important new understandings of the interplay between hormonal control and DNA
repair processes. Important for steroidogenesis, CYP17 controls key hormonal pathways by
affecting levels of estrogen and androgen. The disruption of these pathways in PCOS results
in diseases like hyperandrogenism, which exacerbates the disorder’s hallmark symptoms
like irregular menstrual cycles and infertility. These hormone abnormalities may interfere
with the regular endometrial cycle, raising the possibility of pathological illnesses like EC.

Particularly instructive are the associations found between CYP17 and DNA repair
genes, including MSH2, MLH1, and BRIP1. In order to stop mutations that can cause cancer,
MSH2 plays a crucial function in preserving DNA integrity throughout cell division. Simi-
larly, mutations in the genes MLH1 and BRIP1 have been connected to an increased risk of
cancer. These genes are essential parts of the machinery that repairs DNA. The relationship
that CYP17 has with these genes points to a possible convergence of the pathways involved
in DNA repair and steroid production. This convergence may be crucial to comprehend
the complex relationship between CYP17-mediated hormonal dysregulation in PCOS and
DNA repair integrity, which in turn affects EC formation. This realization is crucial because
it provides fresh perspectives on how hormone pathway modulation may affect DNA
repair mechanisms and vice versa, potentially providing treatment targets for EC and
PCOS. Our study’s findings paint a complete picture of the molecular interaction between
EC and PCOS. We learn more about the biological mechanisms causing these circumstances
by examining these interactions by using our proposed method. Our results point to a
complex network that may be involved in the transition from PCOS to EC. This network
crosses metabolic pathways, hormone regulation, and genomic stability.

In summary, all approaches perform better as the size of the ensemble increases, but
our proposed method performs better across the board, especially in larger ensembles,
according to all measured metrics. This indicates that it can handle challenging clustering
tasks with resilience and flexibility, which makes it a good option for producing high-quality
clustering ensembles.

5. Discussion

Our study has shown the efficacy of ensemble learning methodology and hyper-
parameter optimization applied to a dataset containing genes associated with EC and
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PCOS. Silhouette and Calinski–Harabasz scores were significantly improved by employing
Hyperband and BO–GP to optimize algorithms like K-Means and GMM. This suggests
that the algorithms created more recognizable and distinct clusters. More specifically, the
higher NMI score indicates that the algorithms generated clustering outcomes that were
more in line with the true class labels. These results have great promise for deciphering
the intricate relationships between diseases and for better comprehending the intricate
structures of genetic datasets. In particular, this method might help comprehend molecular
pathways and genetic variations. For example, applying this method could enable a deeper
examination of the molecular causes of diseases in cancer genetics research or the study of
hereditary diseases.

After the analysis of the internal mechanisms within the proposed ensemble clustering
algorithms, we identified several genetic co-occurrences in the results with significant
molecular interaction implications. The interplay of these gene pairs highlights a complex
network where metabolic, hormonal, and genomic stability pathways intersect, particularly
relevant in understanding the progression from PCOS to EC:

• CAPN10 and MUTYH

– CAPN10 affects ovarian function and the generation of steroid hormones in PCOS
via being involved in insulin signaling and glucose metabolism.

– MUTYH is essential for DNA repair, indicating a connection between genomic
stability and metabolic dysregulation in PCOS.

– Interaction Implication: By means of CAPN10, metabolic disturbances in PCOS
may intensify genomic instability through MUTYH, potentially playing a role in
carcinogenic processes in EC.

• CYP17 and MSH2

– Involved in steroidogenesis, CYP17 affects both estrogen and testosterone levels
and is linked to hormonal imbalances in PCOS.

– Defects raise the risk of EC, while DNA fidelity is maintained by MSH2.
– Interaction Implication: A possible explanation for the increased risk of EC in

PCOS patients with CYP17–MSH2 correlation is a potential cross-talk between
hormonal imbalance and DNA repair mechanisms.

• CYP17, CYP21, and RAD51C

– RAD51C is essential for DNA repair, particularly for repairing double-strand
breaks.

– PCOS pathology is impacted by the involvement of CYP17 and CYP21 in the
biosynthesis of steroid hormones.

– Interaction Implication: There is a connection between the dysregulation of
steroid hormones and DNA repair processes, indicating that hormonal imbalances
in PCOS may affect DNA repair pathways and accelerate the development of EC.

• CYP17 and MLH1, CYP17, and BRIP1

– BRIP1 and MLH1 are linked to increased cancer risk and are involved in DNA
repair.

– DNA repair and steroid biosynthesis pathways are converging, as evidenced by
their interaction with CYP17.

– Interaction Implication: Understanding EC development in the context of PCOS
necessitates an understanding of the potential connection between DNA repair
integrity and hormonal irregularities in PCOS, as demonstrated by CYP17.

The results of this study imply that comparable techniques may find wider use in the
analysis of genetic and biological data. This approach could be used in future studies to
more precisely define the connections between various disease types and genetic traits.
Furthermore, the methodology’s potential benefits could be investigated in applications
related to personalized medicine, particularly in the development of customized treatment
plans based on genetic data.
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6. Conclusions

Our methodology consists of building an ensemble of a given size and methodically
optimizing the configuration of a particular clustering algorithm within this ensemble
at every phase of the hyperparameter optimization procedure. We meticulously assess
each algorithm’s potential performance throughout this process, taking into account its
interactions with the other models in the ensemble. By fine-tuning each element in relation
to the others, this iterative process of adjustment seeks to improve the ensemble’s overall
efficacy. This approach enabled the ensemble, comprising a combination of different
models, to achieve a level of performance and accuracy higher than what each model
could have provided individually. This innovation is particularly important in the context
of genetic data analysis, considering the high dimensionality and complexity inherent in
such datasets.

In conclusion, the interplay of these gene pairs highlights a complex network where
metabolic, hormonal, and genomic stability pathways intersect. This network might be
particularly relevant in understanding the progression from PCOS, a condition charac-
terized by metabolic and hormonal imbalances, to EC, where genomic instability plays
a crucial role. These insights could be vital for developing targeted interventions and
personalized management strategies for individuals with PCOS who are at a heightened
risk of developing EC.
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